Sensory Input
These toys engage the senses in order to help
children feel calm, focused, and ready to learn by
exploring their surroundings.
Visual Explorers

Fine Motor Skills
These toys challenge children to exercise the small
muscles in their hands. This is essential for many
skills, including learning to write.

Color Turners

Ready to Write Kits

Baby Crawl Mirror

Dexterity Aid Scissors

Tactile Alphabet (Uppercase)

Fine Motor Lacing Beads

OBall Rolling Rainstick

Fine Motor Skill Board

Tactile Match Puzzle

Sight Word Turners

Turtle Band Percussion Set

Stack and Sort Wood Shapes

Tactile Alphabet (Lowercase)

Gross Motor/Vestibular
Weights and Calming
These toys help children develop large muscle
Through slight pressure, items in this category help
children feel calmer, more secure, and more in
control of their own senses.
Weighted Lap Blanket
Weighted Stuffed Animal

Sensory Step Logs
Teeter Popper
Bilibo Rocker
Balance Stepping Stones

Pressure Vests (XS, S, M)

Everyday
Social-Emotional
Toys in this category help children practice
recognizing emotions in ourselves and others: a key
skill for navigating social situations.
Emotiblocks

Toys in this category help children practice
recognizing emotions in ourselves and others: a key
skill for navigating social situations.
Schkidules
Recordable Buzzers
Large Letter Keyboard

Emotionoes

Adaptive Mouse
Jelly Bean Switch

Adaptive
Adaptive
Toy Toy
Library

Library
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